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Vocabulary
1. TRAINING: (to draw) To exercise; to discipline; to teach and form by practice; to break, tame, 

and accustom. To lead or direct and form as in gardening, to form by instruction or practice.

2. OPPORTUNITY: Fit or convenient time; a time favorable for the purposes; suitable time 
combined with other favorable circumstances. Suitableness of time is the predominant 
signification, but it includes generally circumstances of place and other conveniences adapted 
to the end desired. (Latin root has the sense of the verb opporto - to bring to or upon.)

 º Suitableness: Fitness; propriety agreeableness; a state of being adapted or 
accommodated.

 º Convenient: Fit, suitable; proper; adapted to use or to wants.

 º Circumstances: Something attending, appendant, or relative to a fact, or case, which, 
though not essential to an action in some way, affects it.

3. DISCOVER: To uncover; to remove a covering. To lay open to the view; to disclose; to show; to 
make visible; to expose to view something before unseen or concealed. To find out; to obtain 
the first knowledge of; to come to the knowledge of something sought or before unknown.

4. REALIGN: To array on the side of; to be in or come into precise adjustment or correct relative 
position.

5. BELIEF: A persuasion of the truth, or an assent of mind to the truth of a declaration, 
proposition, or alleged fact, on the ground of evidence, distinct from personal knowledge.

6. SYSTEMS: An assemblage of things adjusted into a regular whole; or a whole plan consisting 
of many parts connected in such a manner as to create a chain of mutual dependencies.

7. GOVERN: To direct and control, as the actions or conduct of men, either by established laws 
or by arbitrary will; to keep within the limits prescribed by law or sovereign will.

8. LIFE: Manner of living; conduct; deportment. Condition; course of living, in regard to happiness 
and misery.

9. EXPERIENCE: To know by practice or trial; to gain knowledge or skill by practice or by a series 
of observation.

10. TRANSFORMATION : A change of heart in man, by which his disposition and temper are 
conformed to the divine image; a change from enmity to holiness and love.

 º Disposition: Inclination; propensity; the temper or frame of mind.

 º Temper: The constitution of the mind, particularly with regard to the passions and 
affections.

 º Enmity: The quality of being an enemy; ill will, hatred. A state of opposition.


